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AREAS . . .

A

500,000 acre area in eastern Utah contains some of the most spectacular scenery in the world. There are several good gravel roads
suitable for passenger car travel into the interior and yet relatively
few tourists have been in. Now it has been officially designated as
the Canyonlands National Park. Hundreds of thousands of tourists
are expected to swarm into the area . . . the same place that was
ignored until it was designated as a Federal Park . . . A million and
a half people jammed into Yosemite National Park last year, resulting
in more than 900 arrests ranging from speeding to murder. There are
214 buildings, stores, hotels, markets and other facilities to provide
material comforts for these people seeking "outdoor recreation." And
yet, the surrounding area outside the Park with miles of beautiful
country and outdoor solitude is practically devoid of human beings
fleeing from crowded city conditions . . . Opposed by many conservationists as it would "bring thousands of people to the top of Mt.
San Jacinto who would destroy the natural habitat in the surrounding
wilderness area and mar the mountainside" the unobtrusive Palm
Springs Tramway in Southern California, which provides a spectacular and educational ride from the desert floor to 8000 feet above, is
running behind expected capacity and less than one percent of its
riders venture more than 50 feet away from the upper station, missing
some of the finest forest scenery in the West . . . during the season
the designated public beach areas are so crowded you can hardly
sit down and the lakes and streams are a veritable tangle of fishing
lines.
According to recent surveys in California alone, the need for camping
has increased from 4,316 sites available in 1961 to a minimum of
60,000 in 1980, family picnic units from 5,250 to a minimum 1980 requirement of 117,200, and on down the line. The recently passed
California bond issue allocating $150 million for financing beach and
park acquisition and development is great for future generations.
But what about the people of the present generation who will be the
teachers of the next generation? Are people who jam into public
picnic grounds like sardines (there are even some camping areas
today where you have to put 50c into a parking meter in order to
park your car) really getting "outdoor recreation?" Are people appreciating nature and the outdoors when they leave the crowded cities
only to crowd themselves next to other people on "camping" trips?
Has civilization progressed so far that people are afraid to be alone?
Near every large metropolitan area in California there are hundreds
of thousands of acres of deserts and mountains accessible by passenger car over a weekend which offer spectacular scenery, ghost towns,
bottle collecting, rock hunting, flora and fauna for the education of
children. . . Much of this is public land, yet few people visit it outside
of hunting seasons, when hunters are so intent on stalking prey they
see nothing else.
For 28 years DESERT Magazine has printed articles and stories on the
unusual, uncrowded and educational areas of the West. These areas
still exist today for those who really want to "go forth under the open
sky, and list to nature's teaching."
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even housewives have seen their work published, promoted and marketed on a dignified, professional basis. All subjects considered — non-fiction, fiction, poetry, etc.
Send for our free 40-page illustrated brochure today. Ask for Booklet, D.
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Keep your Desert Magazine for
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future trips. Special 12-issue binders only $3.50 (inc. tax & postage).
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GHOST TOWNS
AND GOLD
LEARN ABOUT THE COLORFUL GHOST
TOWNS OF THE WEST — DIRECTORY CONTAINS INFORMATION ON OVER 340 GHOST
TOWNS FEATURING PICTURES, MAPS, PLUS
INSTRUCTIONS ON PANNING GOLD.
PRICE: $1.00
WRITE TO:
PIERCE PUBLISHING COMPANY
DEPARTMENT R
BOX 5221
ABILENE, TEXAS

CALIFORNIA

GHOST TOWN GUIDE
New guide to over 100 California ghost towns
Unique and authentic guide to over 100
ghost towns in California's deserts and mountains with complete directions on how to
reach them. Shows you the way to littleknown and intrigue-filled towns that provide
hours of interest for those seeking buried
treasures, old guns, western relics, purple
bottles aged by the sun, and antique objects.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

Order Now! Only $1.95
A. L. ABBOTT
Dept. D-ll
1513 West Konlneya Drive — Anaheim, Calif.
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few Bads $* tyese
SILVER THEATRE
By Margaret Watson
From its earliest saloons and melodeons to iis handsome theatres, here
is an account of the amusements of
Nevada's mining frontier from 1850
to 1864. Brimming with anecdotes,
quotations and narration of the activities of troupers such as Lotta Crabtree, Adah Menken, Junius Booth,
Virginia Howard and backstage support from Mark Twain, Dan De
Quille, J. Ross Browne, Julia Bulette,
and a host of others, it is packed with
good research material. Hurdy-gurdy
girls dancing with silver coins jingling in their stockings, Mrs. Hayne's
creating her own text for Shakespeare's Ophelia, and other nonsense
typical of the time make for fast
reading. Hardcover, 387 pages, illustrated with photos and reproductions of old theatre programs. May
be ordered from DESERT Magazine
Book Department. $9.50.

tic-Alpine Zone of sedge meadow
above the timberline.
The aim of the large format, 215page book is to tell exactly where
and when each kind of Arizona bird
can be found and to tell of that
which is interestihg about it. Here
ornithology is presented as an engaging pursuit rather than a pompolis dicta of experts, which is a refreshing approach.
Bird lovers everywhere will appreciate this beautiful book, even though
it is slanted toward Arizona. This
reviewer especially recommends it.
Hardcover. Price SI5.00. The publication date was Dec. 1st, so it's hot
off the press! May be ordered from
DESERT Magazine Book Department

SHADY LADIES OF T H E WEST
By Ronald Dean Miller
Here's a book that will sell like
hot cakes—and no one will be disappointed. Mr. Miller has covered
this heretofore unexplored area of
S O M E WESTERN TREASURE American history with Iivliness and
TRAILS
has lost nothing in authenticity.
By Jesse E. Rascoe
"The West had not only the fastest
Here is another Frontier book limi- guns," he writes, "but also the fastest
ted to 1000 copies. With maps of Ari- women." He describes the lives and
zona, California, Nevada, Colorado, times of Lola Monte/, Cattle Kate,
New Mexico and Texas, this paper- Highstep Jennie, Madame Featherback 80-page book contains a wealth legs, Julie Bulette, and other famous
of information pertaining to elusive girls of the line from San Francisco
wealth—meteorites, gold and silver. to Kansas City.
Author Rascoe covers the well-known
These women, who followed the
lost mines, such as the Gunsight,
Dutchman, etc., but also introduces Mountain Men and the Miners, conlesser known ones gleaned from re- tributed to the West's first civilizing
gional lore. It's a good book for lost influence. Many married and attainmine addicts and Rascoe has done his ed respectability by producing some
research well. $2.00. Available from of the West's most honored citizens.
the DESERT Magazine Book Order Others, of course, left a history of
sin.
Department.
This 224-page book, hardcover and
illustrated with early photographs,
may be ordered from the DESERT
Magazine Book Department. $6.95.
T H E BIRDS OF ARIZONA
By Allan Phillips, Joe Marshall, Gale
Monson
Accompanied by 64 full-color repro- AMERICAN GEM TRAILS
ductions of field sketches by George
Miksch Sutten and action photos by By Richard M. Pearl
Eliot Porter, this book encompasses
An unusual feature of this book is
material relating to 400 species of its collection of individual outline
birds that frequent Life Zones in maps of the United States showing
Arizona ranging from the hot Son- the distribution of various gem stones
oran desert through oak and pinon so the reader can determine at a
woodlands, grassland, transitional glance what to look for in whatever
pine and fir-aspen forests to the Arc- section of the country he happens to

Desert Mag

Choral Pepper
be. The author treats each gem stone
individually, describing its appearance, chemical composition, mineral
relationships, origin, geologic occurences, physical aspects and means of
recognition. Then, in a separate
chapter, he deals with its history and
legends. He describes the discovery
of diamonds in glacial rock and diving
for jade in California waters. This is
a good little 173-page, hardcover
book, packed with information and
fine black and white photos and illustrations. $5.50. May be ordered
from DESERT Magazine Book Department.

BUNKER HILL LOS ANGELES
By Leo Politi
This colorful book with highly
styled Victorian illustrations mixes
fact with fancy as it depicts the onceelegant Bunker Hill residential district ol Los Angeles. Author-artist
Politi drew from memory, precious
old photos, and word-of-mouth descriptions from present and former
residents to bring alive the gaiety of
grand parties, the excitement of fire
wagons, the cat on the roof and the
old man snoozing on a shaded Bunker Hill porch. His whimsical drawings produce a book to prize. Enough
is left of Bunker Hill to be able to
distinguish certain landmarks in the
book, but by 1970 wrecking cranes
will have leveled the remaining curlicued buildings and replaced them
with the long straight lines of today.
Containing five chapters, this large
9x12 format reeks with the color of
prize-winning artist Politi's great illustrations. Hardcover. $9.00. May be
ordered from DESERT Magazine
Book Department.
INDIAN ART IN MIDDLE
AMERICA
By Frederick J. Dockstader
This truly great book covers both
ancient and modern art of the entire
middle American geographical area—
from the Rio Grande to South America, including islands of the West
Indies. Each of the 250 full-color illustrations is documented with an explanatory caption and informative,
easily read text. Because the Spanish
were more interested in gold than in
the cultural aspects of the civilizations
they found here only 400 years ago,

Book: Order

Department

THREE PATHS ALONG A RIVER By Tom Hudson.
Illustrated by Ralph Love. Once a river, the
San Luis Rey is now only an intermittent
stream. History marched beside the river, and
in a sense the Valley of San Luis Rey can
GEMS, MINERALS, CRYSTALS AND ORES by called the Gateway to California. The earliest
Richard Pearl. This collector's encyclopedia is
overland travelers coming from Mexico and
the best of its kind. Brilliantly illustrated with
west from the States traveled the Carrizo Corfull-color photos. Arranged in alphabetical order
ridor leading inland through Temecula to the
from Agate to Zircon, it tells where to find
Mission of San Gabriel and the Pueblo of Los
them, how to identify, collect, cut and display.
Angeles. The Butterfield Stage route crossed
Hardcover, 320 pages. $6.95.
the river near its headwaters. 245 page. Hard
cover. $6.
PICTURE GALLERY PIONEERS by Ralph W. Andrews. Remarkable collection of historic photos
THE DESERT IS YOURS by Erie Stanley Gardner.
recording places and events important to the
In his latest book on the desert areas of the
West between 1850 and 1875. Also includes
West, the author again takes his reader with
lively text. Hardcover, large format, $12.50.
him as he uses every means of transportation to
Makes an excellent gift.
explore the wilderness areas and sift the facts
and rumors about such famous legends as the
DESERT WILDLIFE by Edmund C. Jaeger. A series
Lost Arch, Lost Dutchman and Lost Dutch Oven
of intimate natural history sketches o f wild animines. 256 pages, illustrated. Hard cover. $7.50.
mals, mammals, birds, reptiles and insects that
frequent the Southwest desert. Although scienTHE OREGON DESERT by E. R. Jackman and
tific in nature, it offers pleasurable reading.
R. A. Long. This book is a hard one to define.
308 pages, $5.95.
A single paragraph may be a mixture of geology, history, biography and rich desert lore.
THE VOICE OF THE DESERT by Joseph Wood
The only complete book about the Oregon desert,
Krutch. This book explores the intriguing varithe material applies equally well to other desety of life on the Sonoran and Southwest deserts of the West. The humor and fascinating
erts by one of the country's most distinguished
anecdotes coupled with factual background and
writers. Covers flora, fauna, and philosophy.
unusual photos, including color, make it excel223 pages, hardcover, $5.00.
lent reading material even for those who may
never visit Oregon. 407 pages, illustrated. Hard
DESERT WILD FLOWERS by Edmund C. Jaeger.
Cover. Third printing, $6.50.
Revised edition of this authoritative, best selling
book contains a key to aid in identification and
LOST MINES AND HIDDEN TREASURES by Lea list of name changes. This books is a "must"
land Lovelace. Authoritative and exact accounts
for desert travelers and botanists. Well illustrated
give locations and fascinating data about a lost
with a text understandable by amateurs, DESERT
lake of gold in California, buried Aztec ingot
particularly recommends it. 322 pages, hardin Arizona, kegs of coins, and all sorts of excitcover, published by Stanford University Press.
ing booty for treasure seekers. Hardcover, $4.00.
$5.00. Order from DESERT Magazine Book Dept.
THE DINOSAUR HUNTERS, Othneil C. Marsh
PAINTERS OF THE DESERT by Ed Ainsworth. A
and Edward D. Cope, By Robert Plate. A dual
beautifully illustrated and well-written roundup
biography of the first dinosaur hunters whose
of 13 of the desert's outstanding artists—Dixon,
bitter rivalry split the scientific world for about
Forsythe, Swinnerton, Fechin, Eytel, Lauritz, Buff,
25 years but whose exploits of the 1870s and
Klinker, Perceval, Hilton, Proctor, McGrew, and
1880s excited the public imagination and made
Bender. Folio size, gold-stamped hard cover.
dinosaurs a household word. Easy reading, the
Full color reproductions. 125 pages. $11.00.
book is packed with action resulting from the
intense feud between Marsh and Cope, both
wealthy men who exhausted their fortunes in
ANZA-BORREGO DESERT GUIDE by Horace Parthe arduous hunt for the creatures of the past.
ker Second edition of this well-illustrated and
281 pages. Hard Cover. $4.95.
documented book is enlarged considerably. Tops
among guidebooks, it is equally recommended
for research material in an area that was crossed
GHOSTS OF THE ADOBE WALLS by Nell Murby Anza, Kit Carson, the Mormon Battalian, '49ers,
barger, the well known "roving reporter of the
Railroad Survey parties, Pegleg Smith, the Jackdesert." The author's just-published book is an
ass Mail, Butterfield Stage, and today's advenintimate chronicle of Arizona's once-booming
turous tourists. 139 pages, cardboard cover.
mining towns, stage stations, army posts, mar$2.95. May be ordered from DESERT Magazine
auding Indians and fantastic human characters.
Book Dept.
380 pages, illustrated. Hard Cover. $7.50.

WESTERN GHOST TOWN SHADOWS by Lambert
Florin. Fourth in a series of superb ghost town
books by DESERT'S favorite khost town writer.
Large format, good photos, rousing text. $12.50.

NEVADA'S TURBULENT YESTERDAY by Don Ashbaugh. Illustrated with a fine collection of old
photos and throbbing with exciting tales of
Nevada's robust past, this an authentic ghost
town history written by one of Nevada's favorite authors. Hard cover. 346 pages. $7.50.

GHOSTS OF THE GLORY TRAIL by Nell Murbarger is a fast moving chronicle of Western
boomcamp and bonanza. Rich in human interest
as well as authentic history, this book covers
ghosttowns of Nevada, western Utah and eastern
California. Hardcover, 291 pages. Price $6.75.

Send Check or Money Order to:

DESERT Magazine Book Order Department
Palm Desert, California 92260
Include 25c for postage and handling. California residents must add 4% sales tax.
Please do not ask to be billed.

